ALTITUDE ULTIMATE EQUIPMENT RENTAL AGREEMENT
AND SAFETY AND EXPECTED USAGE AGREEMENT

TENT RENTAL AMOUNTS
10'x10' tents provided for rent by Altitude Ultimate must be prepaid in the amounts of:
$25 – for 1 day of use
$35 – for 2 days of use
$45 – for 3 days of use

COOLERS
($10 for the weekend) and SIDELINE/CAMPING CHAIRS ($5 for the weekend OR $10 for THREE for the weekend) – first come first served on picking 'which ones'

HOW TO PAY
All rentals must be prepaid and paid via paypal. Send your rental amount to coloradoyouthultimate@yahoo.com and be sure to send it ‘friends and family’ style so as not to get charged a service fee for the transaction. Also, BE SURE to put in the notes of the transaction:
A) Team name
B) Number of tents rented and/or coolers and/or Chairs
C) Tournament name

WHAT TO UNDERSTAND ABOUT THE RENTAL
We, AU, will provide a tent – tent bag – and 4 min tent stakes….if not returned in full working order, these fees will apply post event:
Broken/lost/stolen/damaged/etc. tent – Full responsibility of $100/tent
Lost bag - $25/per bag
Lost stake(s) - $15/per tent

Please understand that you must:
1) Return the tent, in the bag with the stakes to Tourney central by the end of the last day of the event and get 'checked off' that you have indeed returned it
2) Take down the tent if winds reach 20mph or greater (when in doubt, lower the tent)
3) Use the stakes provided AND ALWAYS HAVE THE TENT STAKED DOWN (even if it seems calm at the moment)
4) Understand that being under the tent is not a good idea when there is lightning in the area
5) Understand that the tent and damages caused by the tent are the sole responsibility of the person and team listed below over the course of the rental period.

I _________________________(full name) am a team leader with__________________ (team name) which is in the__________________division of ________________________(name of tournament), agree to the above terms and understand the rules associated with the safety and expected use of the rented tents. Please provide your cell number here______________________________(cell #)

We will be renting ___________(#) tent(s) _________(#) cooler(s) and ______(#) chairs for the event.

__(x) Check here if you have already PAID (paypal'd) your rental fee to coloradoyouthultimate@yahoo.com and have done so in a way that did not cause a transaction fee to AU (transfer ‘friends and family’ style) and put in a descriptive note about what the transaction is for (team name, number of tents, tournament name, etc)